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Terrestrial glacial and nonglacial events in Atlantic Canada: correspondence 
with offshore sediment cycles and with oxygen-isotope temperature variations 
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Lithostratigraphic correlation of sedimen
tary sequences in several areas reveals a 
broadly parallel series of four glacial ad
vances of varying provenance and vigour. 
These are manifest offshore as red/grey 
alternations on seamounts where a record 
extends to Stage 13. There the oxygen-iso
tope variations correlate with deep sea 
standard which thus provides independent 
chronometric control. 

On land, Nova Scotia is the type area 
where the Late Quaternary sequence is 
founded on a littoral marker horizon refer
red to the earlier sea level maximum of 
the last interglacial. Associated organic 
beds at 21 sites relate to two separate 
warm phases which from amino acid data 
seem to span the 60,000 year duration of 
Stage 5. An intervening cool phase when 
small ice caps reformed is inf erred from 
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regression, weathering, periglacial deposits 
and locally thin tills. The succeeding Wis
constnan Stage is represented by three tills 
produced by separate glacial advances of 
declining vigour. The first related to a 
regional, deeply-erosive, marine-based ice 
sheet that spread widely a thick red drift. 
A feature of this phase was the appearance 
of three satellitic ice domes on the emer
gent shelf. The ice sheet then shrank from 
high and distal areas, as marked by 
weathering contrasts, and reorganized as 
a complex of upland ice caps which ex
panded in Middle(?) and Late Wisconsinan 
time to produce two thinner local drifts. 
Separate New Brunswick glaciers had a 
similar three fold sequence. The Newfound
land ice mass behaved comparably except 
that its Wisconsinan maximum was evident
ly attained in the last stage. Two much 
earlier glacials left higher trimlines on 
coastal highlands. The region was deglaci
ated by 13 Ka B.P., though remnant ice 

caps readvanced as late as IO Ka B.P. 
Offshore, temperature conditions and 

glacial action is inf erred from microfauna 
and terrigenous input. Thus the Wisconsinan 
pulses are seen as muddy interruptions of 
foram-nammo accumulation. However, the 
greatest cooling and deepest glacial erosion 
in the Late Quaternary was during Stage 
6 as marked by a thick red layer derived 
from inland sources. 

All events correspond in position and de
gree to temperature variations seen in 
northwestern Atlantic core V30-97 beginning 
with the strong cooling in Stage 6, two 
warm events with higher sea level and an 
intermediate periglacial interval during a 
lengthy Stage 5, and three glacial-degree 
coolings during Stages 4, 3 and 2. The cor
relation supports the hypothesis of a 23,000 
year cycle with strong coupling between 
northwestern Atlantic and eastern North 
America. 




